Of all the causes of injury we see at TRAC, the one that clearly stands out as most prevalent are the collisions, which taken as a group, are the largest category of injury cause (blue box at top left).

The breakdown of collisions is at right. While we have a large group of “unknown” collision causes, it seems reasonable to assume that they will more or less distribute themselves among the existing categories and not significantly affect the conclusion that vehicles and glass are the leading cause of bird injury.

But beyond this obvious fact, there are important hidden contributing factors. We know for example, that poisoned birds are slow, poor navigators and should more rightly be classified under “poison”. This is exemplified by 2 Bald Eagles treated at TRAC, both of which were struck by trains and only after blood testing, were re-categorized at lead poisoned. Unfortunately, there are most likely many such undetected “true” causes of injury.